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1. Introduction and statement of main results 
Let be the Jacobi polynomial of degree n and order (a, ß), defined by 
( 1 - ^ ( 1 + * № » ( * ) = a,j? > - 1 . 
These plynomials are orthogonal on (—1, 1) with respect to the weight function 
(1 — x ) " ( l a n d normalized by 
r(n + a+ 1) 
1) = r ( a + l ) r ( « + l ) -
For convenience we often set x=cos 9. The functions P^ , w(cos 9) are orthogonal 
on (0,7r) with respect to weight function 
«("•»(0)= [ s in- | l \co&-\ 
and satisfy 
n = f / P < * , « ( c o s 9 ) Y o ^ ( 9 ) d 9 = - rjn + cc+Dnn + p + l) 
(notice cot112, _1/2) = 1/TC). 
A Jacobi series is of the form 
(1.3) y Z a M ^ P ^ K cos0), 
¡11 = 0 
where a„ (n=0,1,2,...) are real numbers. If f(9) is Lebesgue-integrable on (0, n) 
with respect to the weight function then we write f(6)dL(J0, TT]; a, /?) 
and denote its Fourier—Jacobi series by 
(1.4) f(d)~ ZaM'-^P^Kcosfl), 
B = 0 
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where the Fourier—Jacobi coefficients are given by 
n 
an = J /(0)P^(cos 6)Q^e>(d)de. 
0 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. A function f(9) is said to be R-integrable on (0, n) with respect 
to the weight function g (a ,w(0) if f(8) is Lebesgue-integrable on any closed interval 
[Gi.Oa], O c f l ^ f l t c n , and if 
IHNO / f(6)e^>(0)dd = J f(6)Q(^(d)de 
e2Cn-o -o 
exists and is finite. Then we write / ( 0 ) £ I ? ( [ O , ii\ \ a, 0). 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. A function (p{u) is said to be slowly varying if cp(u) is positive 
and continuous in u^O, and if 
-^-t-t- — 1 as u — cp(u) 
for every i > 0 . 
A slowly varying function q>(u) has the following properties. 
(51) - 1 as u - « uniformly for 0 < T, == t T2 < (p(u) 
where Tx and T2 are any two fixed values. 
(52) uy<p(u) — u~y<p(u) 0 as u — =» for every y > 0. 
(53) If we set 
(PI(u) = U~Y sup {vy(p(v)}, (p2(u) = UY sup {c"'l|).(ll)} for y > 0, 
the n (pm (u)l<p (u) — 1 as u — (m = \, 2). Furthermore, u'<p1(u) is non-decreasing, 
and u~yq>2(u) is non-increasing. 
(54) For y>0, we have 
<p(tu)^ A't~y(p(u) and <p(u/t) ^ A"t~y<p(u) for every u s O , 1 g i > 0, 
where A' and A" are positive constants depending only on y and (p. 
( S I ) , ( S 2 ) a n d ( S 4 ) a r e d u e t o S. IGARI [7], a n d ( S 3 ) i s d u e t o S . AL;ANC[6, 
R . BOJANKS a n d M . TOMI6 [1]. 
C. C. GANSER [6] gave some results with respect to L-integrability of ultra-
spherical series. First we give a sufficient condition concerning coefficients in order 
that the Jacobi series (1.3) converges to a function in O<0<7i, and then prove five 
results (Theorems 1, 2 and 3) with respect to R- or L-integrability of the function. 
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T h e o r e m 1. Let a, /5S —1/2. Suppose that the Jacobi series (1.3) satisfies the 
conditions: 
(Jl) for a > - 1 / 2 , 
2 nll2\Aan\ < » and nlt2an — 0 as n — =» (Aan = an — an+1), 
n=1 
(J2) / o r a = - 1 / 2 , 
oo 2 M(n1/2a„)[ < oo n1/2a„ — 0 as n 
n = l 
Then the Jacobi series ( 1 . 3 ) converges to a function f(6) in O < 0 < T T , uniformly in 
s £ for every 0 < s < 7 t . Moreover we have: 
(i) If a, p 1/2, then 
f(9)9"~'x~1/z(7i — 9y~fi~3/2€L([0, n]\ a, /?) for any n,v=~0. 
(ii) If a*?-1/2 and jS > - 1/2, iAen 
R e m a r k 1. As it is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 1, we have under 
the conditions of Theorem 1 that 
/ f(9) 91-1/2 (n - ey»3/2 e(x"9) (0) do 
- o 
exists and is finite if a, /? ̂  —1/2 and v > 0 . The particular case « = / ? = —1/2 and v = 1 
(Fourier cosine series) is stated by BARY [4; p. 209—211]. 
oo 
R e m a r k 2. Using (3.3) for T = 0, the conditions in (J l ) imply 2«~1 / 2 |<3„|<=°. 
n = l 
Hence, by A(nll2an) = nll2Aa„ + a„+1An1/2, the conditions in (J l ) imply the conditions 
in (J2). Conversely, it is clear that the conditions 
2 \A{nll2an)\ < co, Zn-ll2\a„\ < = and n1'2an - 0 as n - oo 
n-1 n = l . • 
imply the conditions in (Jl) . 
T h e o r e m 2. Let a s — 1/2 and /?=- —1/2. Suppose that the Jacobi series (1.3) 
satisfies the conditions: 
(J3) for a > — 1/2, 
¿ | J f l „ | n 1 / 2 l o g ( « + l ) . < oo arid nll2a„-~ 0, 
n = i 
i 
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{U) for «=-1/2, 
2 M ( « 1 / 2 f l „ ) | l o g ( n + l ) < and nll2a„ — 0. 
/1=1 
Then the Jacobi series (1.3) convergens to a function f(0) in 0 < 0<7T, an«? further-
more, 
f(e)B-'-ll2(n-e)-f-sl2eL(lO, it]; a, JB). 
T h e o r e m 3. Lef a, —1/2 and 0<<5< 1, anrf let cp(u) be a slowly varying 
function. Suppose that {a„} («=0, 1,2, ...) is a non-negative sequence such that 
{n1/2an} (n=l,2, ...) is non-increasing and tends to zero as and that 
EO 
2 n~s+ll2(p(n)a„ converges. Then the Jacobi series (1.3) converges to a function 
n = l 
f{6) in O<0<7r. Moreover, 
(i) if - 1 / 2 S fi < 1/2, v ' e i - l and v > — jS— 1/2, then 
met-'-̂ in-e-y-«-*'2? | -̂L_jcL([0, «, /?); 
(ii) if P ^ 1/2, then 
I t i n _ff f - t -> i*q> | ^ - L _ j € L ( [ 0 , n]; a, jS). 
The next theorems are extensions of theorems of M. and S. IZUMI [8] on the 
integrability of trigonometric series. 
T h e o r e m 4. Lei a, 1/2, and let 
F M L W , * } - , A,J8), * ( 0 ) € L ( [ O , it]; 1 ( « - ! ) , 1 ( J S - I ) J . 
Further let 
№ ~ g(6) ~ ZbM'-^PfK cos0). 
n = 0 n=0 
Suppose that g(6) is non-negative on (0, n), that 0"+ll2g(9) is non-increasing on (0,7c/2], 
and that (n — 0y+ll2g(6) is non-decreasing on (n/2,n). If the series 
„ 1In 1 In 
2ni/2an[f e*+ll2g(8)de+ f e^ll2g(n-G)de) 
0 0 
converges absolutely, then f(Q)g(6)£R([Q, ri\; a, ft) and ParsevaPs formula 
Za.b.ap» = Jmg{Q)Q^(d)dd 
n=0 J i 
holds, where the series on the left hand side converges absolutely. 
t 
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n = l 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let a , J ? S - l / 2 and 0 « 5 < 1 . Let f(9)£L([0, n]; a, 0} and let 
its Fourier—Jacobi series be (1.4). Suppose that q>(u) is a slowly varying function 
such that u'(p(u) is non-decreasing on (0, for every y>0 . If the series 
oo 
2 H~a+1/2 (p{n)a„ converges absolutely, then 
f(Q)e*-'-^(n-8y-i>-^<p |_L_j€jR([o, n]; a, /?). 
T h e o r e m 5. Let a , — 1 / 2 . Suppose that the Jacobi series 
(1.5) Z b M ^ P ^ K cos0) 
n = 0 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(J 5) ¿ 0 s O , 
(J6) {n1,2b„} (n = 1,2, ...) is a non-increasing sequence converging to zero, 
oo 
(J7) y, n~1/2b„ converges when a =- — 1/2. 
n = l 
Let 
(1.6) G(0) = 
[1/8] n 
2 (n + iy+1b„ for 0 sD^T-
n = 0 L 
[1/(11-«] n 
2 (n+\)"bn for 
n=o 
where [w] denotes the largest integer ^u. Moreover, let f(9)£L([0, n]; a, fi) and let 
its Fourier—Jacobi series be (1.4). Then the series (1.5) converges to a function g(6) 
oo 
in O<0 < 7 T . Moreover, if f(9)G(9)£L([0,n]; a, 0), then the series 2 anbna>^-^ 11 = 1 
converges and Parseval's formula 
J mg(9)e^(9) d9 = 2 
o 
holds, the integral converging absolutely. 
Theorem 5 has the following two corollaries. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let ) 3 l s a > - l / 2 and 0-=<5<a + l/2. Let f(&)iL([0,n]; a, 0} 
and let its Fourier—Jacobi series be (1.4). Suppose that <p(u) is a slowly varying 
function such that u~y(p(u) is non-increasing on (0, for every y>0 . If 
f(9)9i~*~2/2(n — Q)i~P~llz(p [ H J _ e ) ]g£( [0 , n]; «, fi), 
then the series £ n~i+ll2(p(n)a„ converges. 
n =1 
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/ 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Leta^P^ —1/2 and a + l/2<<5<a-l-3/2. Let f(9)£L([0, n\\ a,/?) 
and let its Fourier—Jacobi series be (1.4). Let cp(u) be defined as in Corollary 2. If 
m e * - ' - 0 ) , 
then the series Z n~S+112<P(n)a* converges. 
n = l 
Throughout the paper, the letter K, with or without a sufix, denotes a positive 
constant, not necessarily the same on each appearance. 
2. Preliminary estimates for Jacobi polynomials 
Using Stirling's formula (see [9; p. 32]), 
as u — 00, 
we have f rom (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, 
rf_ 
r ( « + 1 ) 
where A is a constant depending only on a, and 
(2.1) = + + as 
(2:2) ' - = 2 n j l + -^- + o | - l j J as n -* 
where B is a constant depending only on a and p. Furthermore, by [11; (4.1.3), 
(4.5.3),' (4.5.4)], 
( 2 . 3 ) . Pi '"«(*) = ( - l W > ( - * ) , 
(2.4) Z ^ P f K ^ P ^ H x ) = 2 n + a ^ + \ . + 2 « t f + + « > ( 1) P ^ + » ( . v ) , 
(2.5) n+U + 2 + 2 ) (1 -x)pn'+1'fiKx) = {n + a+\)P'^^(x) -{n+\)P'^{Hx). 
By (2.2), (2.3) and [12; (7.32.5)], we have 
^ 0 - a - 1 / 2 ( 7 t - , 0 ) - ' - 1 / 2 0 ( n - 1 / 2 ) for c n - ^ e S T r - c n - ^ n d a ^ a — i , 
^ " • « ( c o s 0 ) = 
n 1 ' 
0(tf) f o r O s 0 g y and a s , 
0(H") for - j ^ f l s j t and - y 
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as «->«>, where c is a positive constant depending only on a and p. Also, 
( f) f + 1 / 2 i ft sin — I I COS — 
(2-7) 
L Z,. cos {(„ + z ± £ ± i } 0 _ £ (a + 1 ) } + (Sin fl)-^«"1) 
for e n - 1 ^ 6 ^ n — cn'1 and a, /? > — 1, as n — 
[11; (8.21.18)], and more exatly, 
f aY+llt( rY+1/2 
^«•»Pj« '»(cOS0) s i n - j COSY 
(2 .8) = ( z , + ^ n - i ) c o s { ( „ + ^ ± | ± l ) 0 - | ( a + i ) } + 
+ [ ^ - 1 c o t | + £ * « - 1 t a n | ] s i n { [ « + a + ^ + 1 j g - | [ a + l j| + (sin0)- aO(n-2) 
for c« _ 1 ^ 6 ^ 7i — o i _ 1 and a , / ? > —1, as n — <=<=, 
[3; p. 585], where D, £>*, £ and E* are constants depending only on a and p. Finally, 3 
0(n~1 / 2 logn) for 2ju = a —— and a, p, ju > — 1, 
P + l/2 
3 
0(n~1/2) for 2jU> a — y and a , j u > —I 
(2.9) f ( 1 - * ) " »(x)| dx = 
0 
as n - o o [11 ; (7.34.1)]. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need the following lemma. 
L e m m a 1. Let a, — 1/2. Suppose that a sequence {a„} of real numbers 
satisfies the condition 
(3.1) 2 nxJrlliW„\ ^ oo and n1/2a„ — 0 as u -
n=l1 
w/zere dn=aJP^'^( 1). Then condition (3.1) « equivalent to conditions (Jl) and (J2). 
P roo f . By (2.1), we have 
= (x — ( i —TT̂ T̂ ^ Ct̂ ))} = 
= T(a +1) { ( l A (n~*an) + an. 0(»"«"2) -a„+1 • o({n +1)—2)} 
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as /1 — 00. Since «1/2a„ — 0 as « — we have 
Hence 
n = 1 n = l 
2 m'+1/2\AdmI — T(a + 1) ¿ m"+1/2 lil -—) ¿I (m-fl„) 
n = l m = l !\ WIJ 
S 2 > ' 
m = l 
a + 1/2 — T ( a + l ) m a + 1 / 2 1 1 Í1 m ) ' 
m=l 
Thus (3.1) is clearly equivalent to the condition 
(3.2) 2 n , + 1 ' 2 N ( r " f l J I < 0 0 and w 1 / 2 a „ - 0 as » - 0 0 . 
Now, since (J2) coincides with (3.2) for a=—1/2, it is enough to show that (Jl) 
is equivalent to (3.2) for a > — 1/2. 
Let T > —1/2. By Abel's transformation, we have, for n=2, 3, . . . , 
(3-3). 
2m~ll2K\= "Ï 
m = 1 m = 1 
m = l 
If we assume (Jl) or (3.2) for a > —1/2, then we get 2 n ~ 1 1 2 \ a »\ < c o > us>ng (3-3) 
n = 1 
for T = 0 or a. By A(n~"a„) = n~*Aa„ + we get 
2 m°+lf2\A(rr.-°am)|- 2 ™1,2\Aam 
m = l 
=? 2 \m*+ll2A(m~'am)- mmAam\ =g 
^ 2 m*+>"\am+1Am-\ S K 2™-ll2\am\. 
m=l m—1 
Hence, (Jl) is clearly equivalent to (3.2) for a > —1/2. Thus Lemma 1 is proved. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Let d„=aJP^-p)(l). By Lemma 1, conditions (Jl) 
and (J2) are equivalent to (3.1). We put O-=0<7t. From (2.4) and Abel's transforma-
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tion, we have, for any m, n (fl>m^O), 
2 a,<»i"'»/»<«• »(cos fl) = 
s=m+1 
= 2 -><-ul tf la .? " ( l ) ^ * * 1 , w ( c o s 0 ) -
- " I « , = 2 W i + Ji . ¿n + Cl + p + 4 s = m + 1 
say. Let JV8 be the smallest positive integer n such that where 
c is a positive constant in (2.6). By (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6), we get, for n>m^Ne, 
s=/w + l s = m + l 
|Ji| s K2d~x~3/2(n — 6)-0~1/2m1/2{am\, 
|/2| K3e-*-a'2(Ti-e)-i>-ll2nll2\an\. 
Hence, from (3.1) and (3.4), we have, for n > m ^ N e , 
2 aMa$'-f>P$'-'>(co&6) 
s=m +1 
i 2 l/J+Mil + I J i l s 
s = m + l 
( 3 ' 5 ) ( - ) 
^Kd-x-zi2(n_e)-e-i/2\ 2 sx+1'2\Ads\+mll2\am\ + nll2\an\\ as n,m~ 
( s = m + l ^ ) 
Hence the Jacobi series (1.3) converges to a function f{9) in O<0<7r, and furthermore 
we get 
(3.6) f ( 0 ) = 2 o ( M ) 2 n + a a + + lp + 2 9 ) , 
where the series converges absolutely in O<0<7r = (<X + l)ct)# ,+1,w/(a + /? + 2) 
and P ^ \ x ) = P ^ + 1 ^ ( x ) = l ) . 
Next, let e for every 0<e<7r . We put NB = Nt for Q — e. Then we 
can replace (3.5) by 
2 aso}^)Pl"^(cos9) 
s = m + l 
KB-—A 2 s*+il2\Ads\ + mll2\am\ + nlt2\an\ Vs=m + 1 t 
for n > m s Ne. 
Hence (1.3) converges uniformly in to f(9). 
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We prove (i). By a,ß^-l/2 and ц, v>0 , we get / i + a + l / 2>0 , í¿+a + l / 2 > 
> a - 3 / 2 , v + 0 — 1 / 2 > —1 and v + 0 - 1 / 2 > 0 - 3 / 2 . Hence, from (3.6), (2.1), (2.2), 
(2.3), (2.9) and (3.1), we have 
Я 
/ | / ( 0 ) | 0 " - a - l / 2 ^ - 6 ) V - p - 3 / 2 0 ( a ' W ( 0 ) í / 0 S 
О 
* С а Лд+а+1/2 ( ay+ß-m 
1/(0)1 [sin j J ( c o s | J d d s 
Wn\ g 1 щХ-И.Wp(.-H.W(l) X 
n=o + + ¿ 
я Г л Л д + а + 1 / 2 / " л \v+ß — 112 





n = l 
i 
== 2 rf+ 1 \Adn i { л : . / (i 
n=l Q 
1 
0 " = 1 
Thus (i) is proved. 
Finally, we prove (ii). From (3.6) we have, for any 0 rj' <n/2, 
J /(0)0-а-1/2(7Г-0)-"-3/2^'«(0)^ = 
4 
( 3 - 7 ) = + + X 
TI-!)' 
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Now, by the second mean value theorem for integrals, we get 
J " ' j>f+i.»(cos 0 ) 0 - " - 1 / 2 ( 7 i - 0 ) - * - 3 V , ' , ) ( 0 ) r f 0 = 
i 
n-l' ( ( ¡ y + l / i f 
= 2 — t - * f J*«+».»(C0S s i n - | 
n V / V 
(3-8) 
X 
g -ia+l/2 / g y - W 
2 J x COS-










d e = 2 - « - ' -
• 1 
a+ 1/2 ( / 11 —tl sin — cos x 
2 2 
n n' 
. 2 . • 2 
0+3/2 
X 
s in- | J ^COSyj ¿0, 
where we may assume q^\jjs. n/2 and n/2 without loss of generality. We 
put 
n-r ( n y + l/2/ oy-1/2 It/B 
(3.9) J J*«+^>(cos 0) s i n T c o s | d9 = f + f = Q1 + Q2, 
l/» I V -¿J ^ jr/2 
say. First we estimate We consider the case where c is a positive 
constant in (2.6). We put 
Uc/n rt/2V I qY+1I2( ffY~
112 
f + / | M F ^ P i ° + 1 ' « ( c o s 0 ) l s i n - | j I cos - J I dd = 
( 3 1 0 ) * * = & , + < ? , . . 
Then, from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6), we have 
dn 
(3.11) |0i,i | == K f n 1 / V + 1 0 a + 1 / 2 < $ -&KX ( a s - 1 / 2 ) . 
o 
Let /1 = (a + /J + 2)/2 and £ = « + 3/2. From (2.7), we get, with — n 2 
f cos {(„ + ;.) nl2 
Qllt = 2D& U - ^ ¿rffl + Ofo- 1) f (sin0) - 2dQ — 
(3.12) ' ^ S m cl" ^ 
= 2D |sin - ^ j / c o s { ( n + A ) 0 - - y | < / 0 + 0(/ i"1) f 6~2d9 = 0(1) 
as n — oo. 
Hence, from (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), we have 
(3.13) - K2 for i l / ^ c n ~ \ 
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Moreover, by the same method as in (3.12) (replace cn~l with ф), we get 
<3.14) /©i«+1'»|j2i| ^ K3 for cn~l ф. 
Thus (3.10). (3.13) and (3.14), we have 
<3.15) V f t j p ^ l Q i l ^ K i , where ч ^ ф ш л / 2 . 
Similarly we get 
<3.16) y«Bi"+1,wie1| Ks, where ц's ф's к/2. 
On this occasion, we should notice in particular that, for ф' < с л - 1 , 
f Уо><"+1'»/*«+1'«(cos 0) [sin y j [cos y j c/0 
K6 f n^n^n-ey-^dd ^ K7 
n—cln 
by (2.1) and (2.6). Now, from (3.9), (3.15) and (3.16), we have 
р(« + 1.«О.П<!Д1 Isin (3.17) M (« + 1.(1) 
a \*+l/2 
J /K« i. (Cos0) s i n - | 
Ф 
COS -J I Я0 SATs . 
Thus, by (3.1), (2.1), (2.2), (3.8) and (3.17), we get 
a + 1 
(3.18) 
jt-ii' 
X / P„ ( a + 1 ' P ) (cos0)0- a - 1 / 2 (7 i -0) -^- 3 / 2 ^ ' J ) (0) i /0 
i 
Hence, when we let q,»?' —0, we have, from (3.7) and (3.18), 
-*TT 
J дв)в-*-112(п-в)-1>-312е^1,)(в)с1в = 
n = 0 
0 
where the series converges absolutely. Thus (ii) is proved. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we require the following lemma. 
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L e m m a 2. Let a s —1/2 and /?> —1/2. Suppose that a sequence {an} of real 
numbers satisfies the condition 
oo 
(3.19) 2№d»l«" + 1 / 2 l °g ( " + l) < 00 a n d " 1 / 2 a „ - 0 as # ! - « > , 
*=i 
where dB=aJPjf,n( 1). Then condition (3.19) is equivalent to conditions (J3) and (J4). 
P r o o f . If we assume (3.19), then we have for a s — y , by (2.1), 
K | « 1 / 2 l o g ( « + l ) = i**'">(l)w1/2log(n + l) 2 à\dm\ ^ 
m=n 
s K 2 ' | J i / m |m 0 ' + 1 / 2 Iog(m+l ) - 0 as « o o . 
m = n 
Also, if we assume (J3) of (J4), then we get similarly 
l a j n ^ l o g i w + l) — 0 as « — 
Thus the proof of Lemma 2 is similar to that of Lemma 1. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Conditions (J3) and (J4) are included in conditions 
(Jl) and (J2), respectively. Hence the Jacobi series (1.3) converges to a function 
/ (0) inO<0<7r ,andhas theform(3.6) . Now, from (2.1), (2.2), (2.9) and Lemma 2, 







^Kt\Ad0\ f ( l -x ) («- 1 ' 2 > / 2 ( l+x)« ' - 3 / 2 > / 2 i / ; t + 
- l 
i 
+K2 2 \Ad„\n"+i f (1 - * ) ( — i ' » ) / « ( l + j t ) < ' - 8 r t > / 2 | i * « + 1 ' » ( x ) | dx ^ 
«=i - i 
2Wn\n*+l{Kb f (l-xy*-1'2)l2\P!*+1-l,Kx)\dx + 
„=i 1 y 
i 
+ / (1 - x ) ( f l - 3 / 2 ) / 2 | i J „ f / , ' 0 , + 1 ) ( x ) | i / x } â £ 3 + a : 7 2 l ^ l " I + 1 / 2 l o g ( « + l ) 
U n = 1 
Thus Theorem 2 is proved. 
4 A 
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4. Proof of Theorem 3 
For the proof of Theorem 3, we need the following lemma, due to S. ALJAN£I<5, 
R . BOJANI6 a n d M . TOMIC [2]. 
L e m m a 3. Let ^ > 0 , and let <p(u) be a slowly varying function. Suppose that 
0 0 
\q„) is a non-increasing sequence tending to zero as n — Then 2 n"-1 cp (n) q„ 
n = l 
0 0 
converges if and only if 2 nfl<P(u)dqn converges. 
n = l 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3. Since {nll2a„} (n= 1, 2, ...) is non-increasing and tends 
0 0 0 0 
to zero as w — we have ^M(H 1 / 2a„) |<°° . Moreover, since 2 n~S+ll2(P(n)\an\-< 
n = l n = l 
<oo, we get by (S2). Hence, from Remark 2, the sequence {a„} 
n = l 
satisfies condition (Jl). It is clear that {a„} satisfies condition (J2). Thus, by 
Theorem 1, the Jacobi series (1.3) converges to a function /(0) in 0 < 0 < 7r, and 
has the form (3.6) (we put d„ = ajli"'n( 1)). 
First we shall prove (i). Hence we get, from (2.1) and (2.2), 
/1fm96-*-3l2(n-ey-i>-s/2cp (-^¿yy) QMKe)dd -== 
^ 2 M 4 . I , *+\_,_~toi'+1-nii'+1-n(.i) f V — " » ( T E - e y - ' - ^ x 
„=0 2n + a + P + 2 J 
(4.1) | 0(7c — 0) | i^ + 1 , / 5 ) (cos 6)\Q^{Q)dQ ^ 
00 ni2 * ( ^ \ • ^k 2 (f + f)ei+°-ll2(n- ey+e-i/2cp\---^\\p<*+^Xcosd)\dd ^ 
n=o V nf2 ' (V(n-d)) 
= K 2\Adn\na+1{Un + V„), n= 0 say. Since 
A(n^an) (» + l)1/2an+1f rVWK D ) 
" n1/2J°^'^(l) («+l)1 '2 JPftf>(l)J and by (1.1), 
1 " Li! = + 0(n~ 
and since {n1/2a„} (n= 1, 2, ...) is non-increasing, there is a positive integer N such 
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that Ad n ^0 for all n, n ^ N . Thus, from (4.1), we get 
(4.2) 
/1 / (0)1 gM){Q)de ^ 
^K1 + K 2 rf+\U„ + V„)Adn. N~N 
By (S4), (2.6) and (S2), we have, for n ^ N , 
(4.3) 
and 
un ^ |n*+1 / es+*-1,2(p{-^ de+n-112 f ed+"-1/2(p^jye-x-3"id9^ 
^ K3n~6+ll2(p j-^-j ^ Kin-d+lt2(p(ri) 
n-cln , . . 
f (n _ 0^ + 0-1/2^, ——- „-!/«(« - 9)-l>-ll2d6 + 
W2 K 7 t ~ 0> 
+ f (n-ey+o-112«)(—U rfds\ == 
«-dn K n ~ e> ) 
K&(n-ll2 + n-v-ll2<p(n)) for v > 0 and \ > j? s 
Kn-3+1/2(p(n) 
for 0 > v > - 0 - 4 - and -4 > i? > — 4-
~ H 2 2 H 2 
for v s 5 - l . 
Since ^ n~5+1/2<p(ri)a„ converges, so does 2 n~d+*+in(p(n)dn by (2.1). Hence, n=1 n=1 
CO 
if we put q„ = d„ and / i = - < 5 + oc + 3/2 in Lemma 3, then 2n~s+a+3l2(p(n)Ad„ 
n=1 
converges. Now, by (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), we have, for v^O, v g i - 1, v > - j 3 - 1 / 2 
and l / 2 > j 8 s - 1 / 2 , 
^ K+Ks 2 n-s+*+3l2<p(n)Adn < oo. 
N=N 
Hence the case v = 0 and l / 2 > / J > — 1/2 is clear. Thus (i) is proved. 
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Next, in order to prove (ii) it is enough to notice that for 0 ^ 1 / 2 
ir/2 
f n — c/n ( 1 
n-1/2 (« - ey->•-1/2 (TT - e f + 1 do+ 
f 0s+°-1/2(n-ey-e-^cp f 1 _ J \P<nx+l'll)(cos 9)\Q^'p>(d)dd 
«i {V(x-0)) 
{ n-c/n t < J { n - e y - ^ < p [ ^ - e 
+ f (n-oy-e-^cp ^ J n»(71 - 0 ) 2 " + 1 ¿0 J s K^-^^cpin) 
by (S4), (2.6) and (S2). Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
r 
5. Proofs of Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 
For the proof, of Theorem 4, we need the following three lemmas. 
L e m m a 4. Let a, / i s — 1/2. Let g(0)£L([9, n]; a, /?) and let its Fourier—Jacobi 
series be 
2 bnCo^vp^KcosQ). 
/ 1 = 0 
Moreover, let 
gr(6) = fg(v)Vr(G, v)q^{v)6v= 2 bnrno^P^{cos 0) 
0 »=0 
for and 0 ^ r <= 1, 
where 
= Z ^oj^f'P^^icos 9) i f - " ' (cos v). 
n = 0 
Then 
f p ( 0 , i>) > 0 for 0 = 0, d = 7t and 0 s r < 1, 
f <F,(8, v)Q^>(v)dv = 1 for 0 s 0 ^ 7T and 0 s r < l , 
o 
and g r(0) converges to g(0) as r—1—0 /o r almost every OS0S7t . 
Lemma 4 is due to H. BAVINCK [5; p. 4]. 
L e m m a 5. Let and let f(9)£L([0, n]; a, fi). Suppose that g(8) is 
a bounded and Lebesgue-measurable function on [0,7r]. Then f(9)g(6)ZL([0, tc]; a, /?) 
and the formula 
f A9)g(9)e^(9)d9 = lim 2 anbnw^r" J r - 1 - 0 n = 0 
holds, where a„, b„ denote the Fourier—Jacobi coefficients of the functions f , g respec-
tively. 
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P r o o f . We have clearly g(0)£Z,([O, n]; oe, p) and f(9)g(9)iL([0, tc]; a, p). 
We define gr(9) and Tr(9, v) as in Lemma 4. Since g(9) is bounded and Lebesgue-
measurable, we have, by Lemma 4, 
it 
1^(0)1 =s f \g(v)\Vr(0,v)QC-t>)(v)clv 7S sup |g(i>)| for and 0 r < 1, 
Q OSoSlt 
and further gr(9) converges to g(9) as r—1 — 0 for almost every O ^ O ^ n . Hence 
/ f ( e ) g ( 9 ) Q ^ " \ e ) d e = iim f f ( 9 ) g r ( 9 ) e ^ ( 9 ) d 9 = iim ¿ « „ « ' • ' v . 
v r-*l — 0 " r-* 1 — 0 „ n 0 0 
Thus Lemma 5 is proved. 
L e m m a 6. If H(8) is a non-negative and non-increasing function on (0, 
and is Lebesgue-integrable in any finite interval, then 
v It/2 v Tt 
\f H(0) cos 0 d0\ s f H(9)d9 and 0 f H(9) sin 0 d9 f H(9)d9 
0 0 0 0 , 
for any u > 0 . 
Lemma 6 is due to M. and S. IZUMI [8; Lemma 1 and 2]. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. By assumption, it is clear that g(9) is bounded and 
Lebesgue-integrable on [r]',t]"] for any Hence, since /(0)£Z,([O, rc]; 
a, P), we have, by Lemma 5, 
i* o" 
f f(9)g(9)Q(«-K{9)d9 = lim 2an(D(n«-Vrn f g{9)P^'f\cos9)Q^{9)d9. - i - o n = 0 / 
n" 
First we shall prove thai J f{8)g{9)Q<-'I^){8)d9 converges to zero as t]' and t\" 
i' 
it/2 
tend to zero, i.e., that f f(9)g(9)Q^^(9)d9 exists and is finite. Let O o j ' c ^ ' s 
- o 
S n/2. We have, for any positive integer N, 
J f(9)g(9) (0) d9 = 
(5-1) , ^ 
= lim f g (0 )P^^{cos6 )o^" \ e )dQ+ 2 a „ ( / ( / ; " ) - / ( ' / ' ) ) L 
>—1-0 ln = 0 f n=N+l '-J 
where 
Hi) = j g{0)P^'fi\cos 0 ) ^ ^ ( 0 ) d 9 for 0-=/7==tt/2. 
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We consider the case t}<c/nSn/2, where c is the positive constant in (2.6). Since 
9*+ll2g{9) is non-negative, Lebesgue-integrable and non-increasing on ~(0, n/2), we 
have, by (2.6), 
\ In t fl^u + l 1/n 
\I(ri)\^Kf g(9)n* s i n T d8 =s Klfi-112 j g(9)9*+1/2d9 for q < — 
n V 2 ) 11 
c n 
1 • U V 
(5.2) 
Next we consider the case c/nS»;. We set / .=(« + ß + l)/2 and £ = a + l/2. By (2.8), 
we have 
(5.3) W ^ m = ( D + D + n - ^ T M + T M + O i n - 2 ) ^ ) , 
where 
q f f)Y+ll2( 9)ß + 1/2 f Ttrl 
71 (ij) = f g(0)[sin | J [ c o s - j cos {(« + A ) 0 - d d , 
TM = f i(ß) [ s i n ~2j [cos —J [ £ , « - 1 c o t y + £ * i i - 1 t a n - j J x 
X sin |(n -t- A) 0 — j d9, 
I, t ny-3l2f A 10-3/2 
TM = f g(0) [sin T j [cos y J d9. 
Since 9x+ll2g(9) is non-negative and non-increasing on (0, n/2), so is (sin 0/2)"+1/2g(0). 
Now, without loss of generality, we may assume that cos A0 is positive and decreasing 
on [0, t]]. Then, from Lemma 6, 
J g(9) [sin —j [cos y j cos A0 cos n9d9 ^ 
l in ( f)Y+ll2( 9V+112 1/n 
SK2J g ( 0 ) [ s i n - | j [cos - | j cos A0 dd ^ K 3 f 9x+ll2g(9)d9. 
Similary we have, by the second mean value theorem for integrals and Lemma 6, 
• 1/n 
(5.4) 17107)1 ^ K, f 9x+ll2g(9)d9 for ^ ^ rj. 
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c 
Similarly we get, for cw_ls>7, with — , tl/ 'srj, 
' n 
\TM\ = (fcot / т (sin 4)i+1/2 (cos 4)'+1/2sin {(и+я)б - f}de 
(5.5) + tan|J / g ( 0 ) [ s i n | ) a + 1 / 2 [ c o s ^ J ^ ' s i n {(« + =s 
1/n 
e*+ll2g(e)de. 
Hence, by (5.3), (5.4), (5.5) and (2.2),_we obtain 
• 1 In 
-(5.6) |/(»j)| s кеп-1/2 f e*+1/2g(e)de for 
о и 
Thus, by (5.2) and (5.6), 
V - - 2c 
\I(ri)\ IS K7n~1/2 f e*+1/2g(e)d6 for and all л s + 1-
In this estimation, we can replace rj by tj' or tj", Sn/2. Hence, by (5.1), 
(2.2) and (2.6), we have 
I / mg{0)Q4KQ)de\ ё 
(5.7) " 
• AT 1' M 1 In 
^ Ks ZK\(n+iy+1 f g{e)Q^(e)de+K, z « 1 / 2 k l / e*+i'2g(0)de: n = 1 * n = N+l S 
V 
We have 2nxl2\an\ / 6*+mg(0) d0<«= by assumption, so for any e > 0 we can 
n = l „^ 
take JV so that the second term on the right-hand side is less than e/2, and then take 
rf and r] so near to zero that the first term on the right-hand side is less than e/2. 
Then we have 
| / | - e 
ч' 
for all t]' and ц" sufficiently near zero. Thus, 
lt/2 я/2 
4^+0 (5.8) ' lim f №g(e)Q^t»(e)de = f f(9)g(9)Q^i»(e)de n—+0 v у 
I 
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exists and is finite. Furthermore we have, by (5.1) and (5.7), 
f Л0)Е(в)в^»>(в)с10 
я/2 
= lim lim YaM^r" f g(e)P^i>)(cos в^д^^Нв) d9 = 
' - 1 - 0 л=о У 
(5.9) 
я/2 
= lim У апю<°'р> f g{Q)Pf'^(cos 6)q*-К{d)d9 = 
n =o * 
= 2 4 f g(Q)(cos в)Q^'^(в) de, 
"=o г* 
where the last series converges absolutely. Similarly we can prove that 
(5.10) Hmo j f(0)g(0)Q^(в) dO = f f(0)g{№n(0)M 
я/2 я/2 
exists and is finite, and that 
(5.11) ] f ( 6 ) g ( e ) Q ^ ( в ) d 9 = Za«(° (nx ,P) f g ( e ) P ^ ^ ( c o s e ) Q ^ ( e ) d e , 
я/2 - n = 0 л/2 
where the series converges absolutely. Hence, from (5.8), (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11), 
Л0)2(0К-К([О, я]; a, j?) and Parseval's formula 
f f(0)g(0)e(x-fi)(0) de = ¿>X*,/J) J g(e)p^\cose)Q^\e)de = 2<ьма'е> 
„о n = 0 0 " = ° 
holds, where the last series converges absolutely. Thus Theorem 4 is proved. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 1. We notice that the function в(п — в) is increasing 
on л/2 and decreasing on 7 г / 2 ё 0 ^ я . If we put 
= f o r 
and 
= for 
in Theorem 4, then 
CO 1/" 1/« oo 
Znll2\a„\(f 9*+1'2g(e)de + f ee+1/2g(n-e)d9)s К 2 n-i+ll2<p(n)\a„\ < <*>. 
1 — 1 Q 0 n = l 
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Hence we have /(0)g(0)£iJ([O, n]\ a, ft) by Theorem 4. Now, for any e > 0 , there 
is a positive number 0 S n / 2 such that 
\ 
i' 
1/ f(0)g(0)Q('^>(.e)de\ < e for all t) and n\ 0 < * / < / ? ' < 0 . 
i 
Thus, by the second mean value theorem for integrals, we have, with r jSW^t ] ' ^ 
/ f(e)e»—*»{ii-ef->-"*<p e°-p(0)de = 
= (n-r,y-0-^ I f №g№'*>(6)ddI ^ [ T j £• 
Hence 
*l 2 ( i \ 
f f(0)0s-"-3/2(71 - 6)s-"-3/2<P j <?("'p>(0) do 
exists and is finite. Similarly, ( 
f / (0 )0 1 5 - - 3 / 2 ( j r - f l )*-" - 3 / 2 <p [ g ^ ^ g j e<a,n{0)do 
я/2 
exists and is finite. Thus, 
/ (0)0 г - ' - 3 / 2 (7г-0) ' -*- 3 / 2 <? [ в ( п 1 _ в ) jg J?([0, я]; a, /?) 
and Corollary 1 is proved. 
6. Proofs of Theorem 5 and Corollaries 2, 3 
For the proof of Theorem 5, we require the following two lemmas. 
L e m m a 7. If {q„} is a non-negative and non-increasing sequence, then, for 
O'Sm^N^i0 = 0 = 7i and any real numbers u, v, we have 
N 
2 qneittn + u>0+c> 
w1] [ V I 
S 2 î» f°r any m, and K0~1qm for m s l-^-j . 
Lemma 7 is due to L. MACFADDEN [10]. 
L e m m a 8. Let a, ß s —1/2. Suppose that the Jacobi series (1.5) satisfies 
conditions (J5), ( J 6 ) and ( J 7 ) . Define G (6) as in ( 1 .6 ) . Then the series (1.5) converges 
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n = 0 
KXG{6) for any m and 0, 0 ^ 0 s n, 
JV 
2 bM'-WKcose) ^ K26-«-3'2rn1/2bm s K3g(9) 
for any m, N, N s m - [ s ] 
(6.3) 2 bn<o<*n№n(COS0) S Ki(n-9)-»-
ll2mllibm K5G(d) 
for any m, N, N s m 
№ 7 0 < n, 
<6.4) | g ( 0 ) | s G ( 0 ) for 0 ^ 6 s n , 
where c is a positive constant in (2.6). 
P r o o f . By (J5) and (J6), we notice 6 „ s 0 for n=0, 1,2, . . . . Further, f rom 
<J6), we have 
2\A(nll2b„)\ < ~ and nll2b„ - 0 as n -
n = l 
Hence, by (J7) and Remark 2, the Jacobi series (1.5) satisfies (Jl). Also, (1.5) satisfies 
clearly (J2). Thus, by Theorem 1, (1.5) converges to a function g(0) in O<0<7r. 
First, we shall prove (6.2) and the case O ^ e ^ n / 2 of (6.1). We put O<0^rc/2 . 
By (2.2), (2.6) and (J6), we have, for 0 =§TMS[C/0], 
(6.5) 
n — 0 
[c/0] 
^ k 2 b„(n+ir+1 ^ K^id). 
n = 0 
By Abel's transformation, we get, for iV^wS[c /0 ] + 1 , 
2 bM^P^'KCOS0) = 2 " t l . 
ji=m n=m ¿n-TtX + pTZ 
<6.6) - b 
a + 1 
2m + x+p 
a + 1 ' 
m ^ t p > P ^ t ^ (1) P l ^ t » (cos 0) + 
2N+a+p+2 
+ (l)Pj? + 1'P)(COS 0) = X1~XZ + X3, 
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say, where b* = bJF^n(l). We have, for N^ms + 1, 
(6.7) 
+ ! ( » + [a • X ' ^ W ™ « * » e y . 
= -^1,1 + ^1,21 
say. By (J6), (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6), we get 
(6.8) lA^I ^ K2e~x-m 2 ¿(nll2bn) S K26-«-3/2ml/2bm. 
n = m 
By (1.1), (2.2), (2.7), (J6) and Lemma 7 (put K ^ c ) , we have 
a—3/2 
c o s ^ l X 
= 0 ( 1 ) 0 — M J m ( „ + i ) - ^ & n + 1 c o s { ( « + ^ ± | ± ^ ) 0 - | [ a + | ) } + 
(6.9) +O( l )0 -«" 3 / 2 J (n + l)~3,2b„+1 + 0(l)8~x~s/2 2 ( « + 1 r3l2bn+i + 
n~m n=m 
+ 0 ( l ) 0 - 5 / ! i ( n + l ) - 5 \ + 1 = 
N = WJ 
= O( l )0 - a ~ 3 / 2 0 - 1 (m + l)~1/2Z?m + 1 + O ( l ) 0 - a - 3 / 2 ( m + l)-1/2Z>m+1 + 
+ O(l)0 - a~ 5 / 2(m + l ) _ 1 / 2 6 m + 1 + O(l)0~ a - 5 / 2(m + l ) _ 3 / 2 6 m + 1 = O( l )0 - a - 3 / 2 m l ' 2 6 m 
as m — 
where F is a constant depending only on a and /?. By (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9), we have 
(6.10) |jri| K3e-x~3/2m1/sbm. 
Next, from (6.6), (2.1), (2.2), (2.6) and (J6), we get 
(6.11) \X2\ ^ m*+1m-1i2e-'1-312 K59-*-3l2mil!!bm 
and 
(6.12) |Z3| ^ Ke6-°-3l2N1/2bN+1 ^ K:d-*-3l2mll2bm. 
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Hence, from (6.6), (6.10), (6.11), (6.12) and (J6), we have, for i V s m s [ c / 0 ] + 1, 
(6.13) 
2 bM*-ß)Ka-ß>(cos 6) 
к/в] 
^K z (n+iy+1b„ S K,G(в). 
л = 0 
Thus we get (6.2). By (6.5) and (6.13), we have the case O<0STT/2 of (6.1). The 
case 0 = 0 of (6.1) is trivial from (2.1) and (2.2). Hence we get the case O s d s n / 2 
of (6.1). 
Secondly, we shall prove (6.3) and the case n / 2 < 0 s n of (6.1). We put — 1 SJC<0. 
By (1.2), (2.3) and Abel's transformation, we have, for m=0, 1,2, . . . , 
ZbM°'P)n*'ß)(x) = 2 i - i y b M ^ P ^ i - x ) = 
n=0 n=1 
m í n 1 (6.14) , = b 0 œ ^ + 2 2 { ~ m à { b M i , ^ P ^ ) ( - x ) } + 
п = 1 l s = l J 
say. From (2.2) and (2.5), we get, for n = 1,2, . . . , 
¿{Kco^P^K-x)) = 
= 2 { l + о _ b n + l ( „ + 1 ) | i + о J - l j j = 
.= 2(bn{(n+ß+\)P<n^(-x)-(n+ 1) х)} + 0{\)Ьп Р(/>*Ч~х) + 
(6.15) 
+ 0 ( 1 ) b „ + 1 P & f > ( - x ) - ( ß +1 )bnP^(-X) + (Abn)(n r \)P<№(-X)) = 
= 2 \bn (W+a + ^ + 2 | (1 +х)РГ1^(-х) + 0(\)ЬпР^\-х) + 
+ 0{\)Ьп+1Р^1Ч-х) + {ЛЬп)(п+\)Р^{-х)}. 
By Abel's transformation, we have, for m = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
m m — 1 m 
(6.16) 2 n ß + 1 A b n = 2 i - b n ^ à n ^ + b ^ - b ^ m ^ ^ К 2 n ß b n . 
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By (J6), the sequence {¿>„} is non-increasing. From (6.14), (6.15), (2.1) and (6.16), 
we get, for w = l , 2 , . . . , 
(6.17) 
{ m m m 1 (1+JC) 2^+2ь„+ 2nfb„+ 2^+1льп\ n=1 n=l n=l J 
{m m l ( i + * ) 2(п+1У+2ьп+ 2 ( и + 1 ) ' М -
n = 0 n=0 J 
By (6.14), (2.1), (2.2) and (J6), we get, for m = 1,2, . . . , 
m (6.18) \Y2\ S K(m+ 1У+1Ьт+1 s tf(m4-T)"+16m S ^ 2 ( « + l)"6„. n = 0 
Thus, from (6.14), (6.17) and (6.18), we have, for and w = 0 , 1,2, . . . , 
(6.19) 
n = 0 
I m m 
^K (l+x) 2(n+iy+2bn+ 2(" + iyb n=0 I 
Now we put - l < x < 0 , i.e., x = c o s 0, я / 2 < 0 < я . Then, by (6.19), we have, for 
0^тШ[с/(п-в)], 
2 bM^H^Kcose) 
n = 0 
((ж-в)2 №-fl)l [c/Crr-e)] 1 
I ^ n=0 n = 0 J 
(6.20) 
[c/(it-9)l [ 7J 
л = 0 
On the other hand, we can prove (6.3) by the same method of estimation as in (6.13). 
By (6.20) and (6.3), we have the case 7г /2<0<я of (6.1). When we put x = —1 in 





n = 0 
V 
Hence we get the case 0 = я of (6.1). Thus we have the case of (6.1). 
We have proved (6.1). The inequality (6.4) is trivial f rom (6.1). Thus Lemma 8 
is proved. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 5. By the first part of Lemma 8, Jacobi series (1.5) 
converges to a function g(6) in О < 0 < я . Since / (0)G(0)€£([O, я]; a, 0), so does 





m "- m I у "' 
2anbM^= J AO) 2 bnPf<I»(cos0) <?<*•'> (0) «Ю = f + f = W1 + W2 п=0 0 Vn = 0 ) 0 „12 
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say. Further we put 
(6.22) Wi = ( / + / ) / ( 0 ) ( Д ¿ ^ « ^ - « ( c o s 0)J Q(*'t>40) dO = W l i l + W2_2, 
where с is a positive constant in (2.6). By (6.1) and assumption, we get 
cfm 
(6.23) \ W l t l \ ^ K f \f{Q)\G(e)Q^^(0)dQ - 0 as m -
о 
We write 
"/2 It/2 ( „ Л 
^1 ,2= f mg(e)Q^(e)dQ- f / (0)1 2 bM*n№n(cosff) e<«'»(0)dB 
dm dm \n=m +1 J 
(6.24) = Z j - Z 2 . 
Since /(0)g(0)€L([O, л]; a, 0), we have 
it/2 
(6.25) Z j - f ¥(e)g(ff)Q<a'»(e)dO as / я - е е . 
о 
Let >,1 = l/2 and, for 
A: L I l/(2UT+3) if > *и- 3 / 2 . Л = и1/(2«+8, if b „ ^ K n - 3 / 2 , and = 
Then 
(6.26) and (п 1 / 2 Ь„)у х п + з 1 2 0 as и - « , . 
We put 
f W>>m T/2\ /• „ Л 
(6.27) Z 2 = / + / Д0) 2 bM^P^KcosQ) e ( " « ( e ) d 0 = Z 2 i l + Z2i 
V/m ' Vn=m + 1 ; 
Hence, by (6.27), (6.26) and (6.2) (let JV-co in (6.2)), 
с!Ут 
(6.28) | Z 2 ( 1 | s J f / | / (0) |G(0)e<"-«(0)</0-0 as / и - « , . 
с/т 
Further, by (6.27), (6.2), (J6) and (6.26) (let in (6.2)), 
я/2 
Ы ^ К J \m\e-x-3'2(m + iy'2bm+ie<x-^(9)des 
(6.29) С/Ут 
я/2 
^ Kiy*m+3l2(rnll2bm) f as m - - . 
By (6.27), (6.28) and (6.29), we have 
(6.30) Z2 — 0 as m — =». 
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From (6.24), (6.25) and (6.30), we get 
я/2 
(6.31) Wlti~ f f(8)g(9)g<a-^(9)d9 as /и — 
0 . / 
Thus, by (6.31), (6.23) and (6.22), 
я/2 
(6.32) ~ f f(9)g(e)Q(x,P)(8)d9 as m — °°. 
о 
When we consider W2, we define j>„ as follows: 
(I) if j8s l /2 , let ^ = 1/2 and, for 
( K Л 1/2(0+1) I if b„ > #,-» '« , 
(JI) if — l / 2 ^ / ? < 1/2, let л = 1/2 and; for и ё 2 , 
,v„ = и1/2 if K s K r , - ™ , and = ( ^ - j ' if 
From (I) or (II), we have that h > j „ > 0 , —°° and («1/26„)jf+1/2—0 as и— 
Now we shall obtain 
я 
f R9)g{9)QW(9)d9 as m - «» 
я/2 
by the same method as in (6.32). Hence, combining this with (6.32) and (6.21),. 
2аяЬМ'-п = f f{9)g(0)Q^(9)d9. 
„=o g 
Thus Theorem 5 is"proved. 
/ P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 2. Since /?Soc=> —1/2 and 0-=<5<a+1/2, we have 
— (5 + a + 1 / 2 > 0 and -8 + 0-1/2> - 1 . If we put Z>0=0 and bn = n-'-ll2q>(n) for 
и = 1,2, .. . , then {bn} satisfies (J5), (J6) and (J7). We get 
. + for 0 
U/Ot-fi)) , ir 1 11 7Г 
2 o { n + \ f b n ^ K 1 ( n - 9 f - ^ c p ^ - ^ for 
Hence, from (1.8) and (S4), 
^ G(9) s К28д~°'-з12(л — 9)д~Р~1/2(р [в(711_в)) • 
Since 
( 1 j gLgO, я]; a, P), 
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:so does f(9)G(6). Thus, from Theorem 5, the series 2 n 5+112 <p(n) a„0)(*'iS) Cott-
le 1 
verges. From (2.2), we have 
№ 
where B* is a constant depending only on a and /?. Hence £ n~s+112 (p(n) a„ con-
n = 1 
verges. Thus Corollary 2 is proved. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 3. Since and a +1/2 « 5 < a H-3/2, we 
have - l < - < 5 + a + l / 2 < 0 and - < 5 + J ? - l / 2 < l . In Theorem 5 we put ba=0 and 
•b„=n~s~ll2(p(n) for « = 1,2, ... . Then it is sufficient to notice that 
[1/(k-9)1 it 2 {n±\fbn^K for - ^ < 0 = = n. n=o 2 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Corollary 3. 
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